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Animals are l iving things. We have learnt in our previ-
ous classes that we keep some animals at our homes or
farms. They are very useful to us in many ways. These
animals are called domestic animals. Can you name the
domestic animal(s) which –
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1. gives us wool ? 

 (a) 

2. gives us honey ? 

 (a)  

3. give us eggs ? 

 (a)        (b)   

4. are used for riding ? 

 (a)         (b)   

5. plough our fields ? 

 (a)        (b)  

6. we love to keep at home ? 

 (a)        (b)  

7. pull the cart ? 

 (a)        (b)              

8. give  us milk ?s  

 (a)        (b)             (c)   

9. give  us flesh ?s  

 (a)        (b)             (c)   

Sheep

Honeybee

Hen Duck

Horse Camel

Ox Cow

Dog Cat

Cow Goat Buffalo

Horse Ox

Goat Hen Sheep
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Name three animals that match the given clues in each
group.
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Animals that feed on plants
and flesh of other animals

BEAR CROW RAT

Animals that eat fruits, 
grains, plants, and seeds and are 

also known as plant eaters.

MONKEY COWSPARROW

Animals that feed on the 
flesh of other animals, insects 

and worms.

LION FROG HEN
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Observe the given figure.
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1. Which numbered living thing lives only in water ?

2 . Which numbered living thing visit flowers to get its food ?

3. Which numbered living thing has two legs with wings ?

Living thing labelled as 4 is a fish. Fish is a living thing
that lives o nly in water.

Living thing labelled as 5 is butterfly. Butterfly visit flowers
to get its food.

Bird is a living thing has two legs with wings.
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In this exercise, you will practise matching the example to
their eating habit. Match the Animals to its eating Habit.
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HERBIVORE

OMNIVORE

CARNIVORE
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Match the following pictures with the words. One has been
done for you.
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Dairy

Poultry

Apiary

Sheep
farm


